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ABSTRACT 

In modern data communication networks , self adaptive equalizers are incr-

easingly required . Thi-s is due to the fact that this type of equalizers 

avoids' retransmission of a learning data sequence each time a receiver 

enters the network. The problem Of self adaptive equalization has not yet 

received sufficient study in the literature where cases of moderate data 

transmission channels are considered. In this paper we present a self adap-

tive equalizer capable on equalization of arbitrarily severe distortions in 

the amplitude-frequency response of the chahael . The idea of equalizer 

relies on the fact that in practical applications, the data signal has a 

flat spectrum. This enables the identification of the amplitude-frequency 

response of the channel on the basis of measuring the power spectrum of the 

received signal . The FFT technique is used to perform that measurement and 

the corresponding equalization.Computer simulations of the proposed equal
,-zer 

have shown its ability to deal with drastically distorted channels. 

(*) Military Technical College , Cairo, Egypt. 
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I- INTRODUCTION 

Conventional adaptive eqdaliders are adapted 1) srartieH5 the 
transmission with a enort training sequence of d ata known in 
advance by the hecejure:. . The equalier then uses inhe I Li 
ence between its output. and the known data to adjust the ta 
weights . This arrangement: is suitable for point-to-point daa 

communications , Enwer in modern multipoint data communicat-

ion networks where many receivers may be connected to the same 
transmitter it is net desirable to interrupt data transmission 
and send a training sequence every time a receiver enters not 
network ( e,g. it was not powered on during initial network 
synchronization,or after a local break ) 	This fact init:aten 

the need for self adaptive edualizefe (SAL 	that do 

need a training sequence for the start up pe-f.noit can ::tnex_ 

perform at any ci.me the equalization directly ea: the data sesnen 
The subject of self adapt hat equalization has not. ‘et teceivn 
a sufficient study in literature. Indeed we are aware of c)::-H.y 

five paperd.L1- 	in that domain. 

In this paper we propose an SAE capable cf equalization of a]: - 

rarily severe distortions in the amplitude-frequency nespone of 

the obanne t . 	n of ampJltude-frequency .1-,31S1±:nEC 

sufficient for cores: data recovery in a wide class of nTtin, 

channels. The. idea on the proposed SAE relies on the fact that 
in practical aysliaLins.the data signal has a flat specrtruiL. 
This enables the identification of the amplitude-frequency re:• 
ponse of the channel on the basis of measuring the po . sn-  area 

of the received signal. . The Fast Fourier Transform ( FFT ) tech- 
nique is used to ccl ran that measurement and Lhe 	 n o  
equalization . 

The paper is orqan 	as foilowes . In section it the iclea oil 

the proposed SAE is p-cesented , The implimentation of the id,sa 

is given lh sec. 	Election IV is devoted to the anaiysis 

of the adaptation al:.7.riv of the SAE. In section V the 17,et- 

ormance of 	I2:=E is studied with the. hell:, or 
ter simulations . In 	ntion VI conclusions of the paper are 
presented . 

ti - En in ni,)E.± CF TnP, PROPOSED SAE. 

To explain til idea of the proposed SAE ,consider the discrete 
baseband equivalent of the data transmission system depicteJ en 
figure 1. In that figure ak 

is the data transmitted at Les tr. K-- 
baud interval,and 2 is the estimate of a. • 

k 

Let S
a
(f),S (f), and S (f) be the power spectral density fu-hetIonp 

x 	Y 

(p.s.a.f.) asscoated with the data sequence 	aL, 1, saMpled 
output of channel T x 	and equalizer output 1-y 
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presentation of the idea we assume that/ a 1 , ix.) ,and fyk
I 

1 k 
	channel lc  are stationary rancpm processes , and that the e 	is noise 105:: 
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The latter assumption is nearly fulfilled in telephone data tra-
nsmission channels where the intersymbol interference (ISI) is 
the main annoying fenomenon and the noise is a secondary one 
that may be neglected. 

Fig.l. Discrete baseband equivalent of a 
data transmission system. 

In practical applications the data sequence is usually a sequ-
ence of uncorrelated zero-meam discrete random variables. Thus, 
the autocorrelation function of the data is 

ta2 	n=0 	2 r 2 I. 
Ra(n) = 
	; a =E Lak 

o 	1-10 

where Ra
(n)= E(ak ak+n ). Hence Sa

(f),which is the Discrete 

Fourier Transform ( DFT ) of Ra(n) is given by 

2 	r 1 	1 	 (1) 
Sa(f' a 	f C  L -2T ' 2T J 

One has 
2 

a2  IHc(f)I 2 	
(2) 

Sx(f)=Sa(f) IHc(f)I 

Thus 

   

(3) 
1 H (f  ) I = 	(f)//a  

The equation. (3) signifies that the amplitude-frequency respo-
nse Ilic(f)1 of the channel can be completely identified on the 

basis of Sx
(f) which is available . The amplitude-frequency res-

ponse IHeq
WI of the ideal equalizer is the reciprocal of 

IH 	
. Hence 

	

keg(f ) I = 	Sx(f 
(4) 

L 
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Of (8) may be replaced by a/V(14? +C.) / N where C is an 

arbitrary small positive number . 

The sampled frequency response of the equalizer is multiplied 

by the DFT of {N}tta yield the DFT of {yky Time samples yk  are 

then restored by an inverse mr processor. 

IV - ANALYSIS OF THE ADAPTATION ALGORITHM 

The algorithm (7) can be written.in the form. 

Mrj.  = 	1411_1 	XIII 2  

The equation (9) is equivalent to figure 3 , in which 1
q /is 

the response of the discrete filter 

H( 2)- - )4/ (1 - (1 -A)z-1). 	 ( 1 0 ) 

to the sequence 

IX Z) Z. 

2 1
Xn1 21 1= 1,2,.... 

w
n 

H(Z ) 

Fig.3. The equivalent discrete filter of (9) 

In order that the algorithm (9) may be stable , the poles of 

the filter (10) should lie inside the unit circle in the Z-pisne, 

i.e.11-Alahould be less than unity . Hence" should satisfy 

<I( <2 	 (11) 

The amplitude- frequency of the filter (10) is 

I
H (0314)1 44/F+.(1.)02-2(1-14) cos wT 	(12) 

This response is plotted in figure 4,at different values of,044.. 

L- 
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Fig .4. Amplitude-  frequency response of 

the filter (10) 

Now , it is desired that the algorithm (7) converges to the 

mean of IXn11 2  . Hence the filter of figure 3 , should pass only 

the D.0 component of the sequence IXTI 2  .From this point of view, 

Ashould be chosen close to zero due to figure 4 . On the other 

hand it is desired that the algorithm (7) has a small convergence 

time . This means that transient response of the filter (10) 

should be rapid . The speed of the transient response is related 

to the -3 db frequency w3, 

1 	 2 
w3= -T- cos

- 1 
 [ 1-(14.42-2/4))}; 0 <?ct <0.8 	(13) 

Equation (13) is plotted in figure 5. On the basis of that figure, 

a large value of w3, and hence a small convergence time , implies 

the use of relatively large values of" . Notice that as w3 

increases the filter passes frequency components of 101 -1  other 
1 

L 
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E 	 1 

than the desired D.0 one , and thus Wi will fluctuate around the 

mean ofiXn 1 2. The power of these fluctuations increases as W3 

increases Hence , asitk increases the convergence accuracy of 

the algorithm (7) deteriorates. Thus the choice of /k is a compr-

omize between the convergence speed and the convergence accuracy. 

One may ensure both rapid and accurate convergence through the use 

of a large value ofAt at the start of adaptation, and a small one 

after the elapse of few tens of baud intervals . Simulation results 

in the next section verifies this idea. 

w3T 

0.04 Tr 

c -c 2 7r 

• 

0.05 	0.1 	0.15 

Fig.5.Dependence of w3  on 

V- COMPUTER SIMULATIONS 

V- 1 Modeling 

The data sequence { ak  is modeled by a set of independent discret
,  

random variables, each assumes one of the four values -3,-1,1, 

3} equally likely. 

The additive noise nk
is modeled by a stationary sequence of inde-

pendent, zero- mean Gaussian randon variables with variancecr. 

The signal to noise ratio (SNR) is defined by 

SNR = 10 log E( lak12)/0-
2 

The channel is modeled by the finite impulse response filter 

xk  = 	hiak_i+ nk  

where 

L_ 
h 	1 _2= 0.1 , h = 0.2 , h

o
= 0.9 ,h1=0.2 =0.2 ,h 

2
=0.1 -  _J 
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This model has a peak distortion ,S = 67% where 	is de in,  

by [6] 

ifo 
	i/I 

The channel corresponding to this model is free from phase dist-

ortion. Other channel models are considered in [7] . 

V-2. Simulation results 

Performance ,ependence onikand N 

The channel iE assumed noiseless ; effect of noise is considered 

at the end e.J= this section . Both transient and steady state 

performance are studied. The first is specified by TT while the la- 

tter is specifiedbjE.Tis defined as the first time after which 
c 

the section error rate P_ does not exceed 6% ; P1  is defined by 

• 

P1 
Number of errors in the data recovered during the tr 

section/ N. 

The steady state error rate E is defined as 

E = Number of errors on a long window ( 15NT ) after 

convergence / 15NT 

The dependence of Tc  on,A,t. and N is shown in figure 6, whil2 the 

steady state error rate performance is shown in figure7 

From these figures , it is clear that as" increases,. 

ases , while E increases and vice versa . thus the choie 

is a compromize between E and Tc  performance. As mentla 

section IV , it is possible to ensure both rapid and actu-r 

convergence through the use of more than one value foriq. To 

verify this idea, we have simulated the case where 

L 

0.2 

0.025 

for 1(.....10 

for 1 )10 
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r- 
and the obtained performance is 

-3 

Tc 
= 512 T 	and 	E = 2x 10 

The proposed SAE working with a fixed" = 0.025 ensures the 

same value of E but after a ten times longer convergence time. 

0,  I 0.05 	04 o.15 	0.2 0.2 	0.3 

Fig.6. Dependence of Tc 	
Fig.7. Dependence of E 

on 14 and N 

The figures 6 and7 show also that as N increases , Tc 
 increases, 

while E decreases. Thus the choice of N is a compromize between 

the convergence speed and technical simplicity on one side and 

the error rate performance on the other one.To underline the ben-

efit of the proposed SAE we mention that such SAE with N=64 and 

0.02514. 4, 0.15 reduces the error rate from 0.17 ( that corresp
-

Lands to the case of no equalization ) to the value 2x 10
-3 _J 

on ict and N 
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( i.e. 100 times smaller). 

Effect of channel noise 

Two values for SNR are considered ; 20 and 25 db. The results 

of the proposed SAE with N = 64 and)-6  = 0.1 are 

Tc
= 1728T , E= 0.01 	when SNR = 20 db. 

T = 1664T , E= 0,004 
	when SNR = 25 db. 

From these results , the following conclusions are drawn: 

1 - The proposed SAE works in the presence of noise; e.g. when 

SNR is 20 db, the proposed SAE with N=64 andik =0.1 reduces 

the error rate from 0.18 ( without equalization) to 0.01. 

2 - Both T and E inc-ase as the channel noise increases , and 
c 

 

vice versa. 

VI - CONCLUSIONS 

1 - The proposed SAE can equalize severe distortions in the 

amplitude-frequency response of the channel . 

2 - As){ increases , Tc  decreases while E increases. Thus the 

choice of,M. is a compromize between E and T. 

3 - As N increases , Tc 
increases while E decreases. Thus the 

choice of N is a compromize between Tc and technical simp-

licity on one side and E on the other one. 

4 - Fast convergence and small steady state error rate can be 

attained by using more than one value fort.(. 

5 - The proposed SAE works in the presence of noise. Both Tcand 

E increase as the channel noise increase and vice versa. 

6 - The proposed SAE can work in the presence of mild distortions 

in the phase-frequency response of channel [7 1 . 

L 
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